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GÜRU is a Rock, AOR and Classic Rock band that was born in 2010 in Barcelona,   Spain.

ItIt all began when David Palau, guitarist, producer, composer and musical director for some of the best known Latin Artists (Ale-
jandro Sanz, David Bisbal, Ana Torroja, Miguel Bosé, Sergio Dalma) decided to form a band that would allow him to explore a more 
rock-oriented path. In early 2009, some of his touring colleagues joined David in a musical project that would eventually lead to 
the recording of the band’s first album, BLACK (2010). These 12 outstanding compositions, sung in English and performed by 
musicians with the highest technical and musical skills, led to the band’s emergence onto the European music scene at the very 
highest level.

In 2013 David took on the challenge of moving the GÜRU project forward on his own. He began working on the composition and 
production of the second album, WHITE, experimenting with a brand new style that was more oriented towards AOR and Hard 
Rock but that maintained the project’s instrumental and compositional quality and raised production levels still higher.

ForFor the vocals on the WHITE album, GÜRU turned to Dagarod, a renowned Spanish rock singer from Madrid. Dagarod brought a 
stronger, more powerful vocal style to the heavier tracks, as well as elegance to the ballads. Dagarod also raised the bar during 
live performances, helping to create a more powerful visual show and ensuring that the
band’s sound on stage remained faithful to its studio recordings.

InIn 2016, David Palau and Dagarod remained the core components of the band, keeping the spirt of GÜRU alive in the present but 
looking to the future with the composition of RED, the third album. Together they took the decision to record this new album in 
Spanish, in order to offer Latin audiences a version of GÜRU that they could connect with more immediately through a common 
language.

AA year after RED was released, bassist Diego Teruel joined the band. Diego has been a friend of David Palau since childhood, and 
during their youth they shared vinyl LPs, cassettes and a great many laughs. When GÜRU played with Fran Cosmo (BOSTON) at 
the Giants of Rock Festival in the UK in 2019, Fran commented that the sound that Diego created was pure rock, and that he made 
every song he played sound like it was his own. It is Diego’s individual sound and playing style that make GÜRU sound 100% pure, 
elegant rock.

AfterAfter X Years was released, the band was joined by drummer Xavier Reija. Xavi is a prestigious figure in the jazz music scene all 
around the World . Xavi has taken GÜRU to another level of intensity in the band’s stage performances as providing precision and 
versatility in the studio. With a soul that is devoted 100% to music and with musical tastes that are closer to hard rock and new 
musics, Xavi has brought GÜRU tremendous strength and versatility as a live force.

The connection between Xavi and Diego is what every rock band wants but only GÜRU has! 

GÜRUGÜRU is a band that is faithful to the rock style. All four of them have great individual musical experience and each of them brings 
maturity and a high level of musicianship to the band. A musical dream – a rock band that performs at the highest level in the 
studio but can also produce a stunning live show.
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Guitar & Voice
David PalauDavid Palau

Drums
Xavier ReijaXavier Reija

Voice
DagarodDagarod

Bass
Diego TeruelDiego Teruel

GÜRU



GÜRU INTERNATIONAL

BOBBY KIMBALL
GIANTS OF ROCK - U.K.

FRAN COSMO
GIANTS OF ROCK - U.K.

-BOSTON

-TOTO
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